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LGBTI families



• Nuclear family the 

norm?

• Middle class, Western

• “Family in crisis”

Family diversity

Most common family types:

Nuclear 23.2%

Three-generation 16.1%

Single parent 
(unmarried)

11.1%

Married couple only 6.4%



Gay men’s pathways to parenthood

• Adoption

– Joint adoption by same-sex couple

– Co-parent / step-parent adoption

– Single parent

• Foster parenting

• Surrogacy

• Social fatherhood



‘Natural’ motherhood

“We were told by child welfare that for a gay couple 
it’s more difficult to go through open adoption.

It’s less likely that a parent would 
want to give their child to a gay couple 
and especially a male gay couple. So 
we were told by our social worker that 
we are at the bottom of the pile, so to 
speak” (Clive, white middle class)



“Just like any other family”

“All the things that happen to us also 
happen to heterosexual parents. The 
babies’ nappies need to be changed. Their 
winds must be rubbed out. If their fever is 
40 in the middle of the night, 

then gay parents are just as 
hysterical as straight parents. And 
when the children have 
nightmares or want a hug, it does 
not matter to them that their 
parents are gay or straight. Not 
even a little bit” (Anonymous, 
2008, Beeld)



Double discrimination

Sometimes, even now, [I wonder] what are we doing? 
What kind of experiment are we in, you know? The 
layers: trans-race, two dads…

And how do you hold the child 
through that journey?
The desperate need to protect 
your child and yet we’ve 
created this journey, which is 
not gonna be easy (Clive, 
white, middle class)



Race / class: Parenthood not an option

“In our communities there’s a lot homophobia. I never 
wanted to have a kid while there is so much going on. It’s 
OK for other people to be a father, but for me, I don’t want

to be a father [due to] what gay 
people are facing, such as 
homophobic attacks, hate crimes. I 
don’t want to [bring] a child in this 
vile world. I don’t want to see my 
child going through what I went 
through” (Asanda, black 
poor/working class)



Race / class: The ‘right’ spaces

“We’ve had no direct prejudices from anybody, [not] 
that we can tell ... I suppose we were strategic. We 
chose the school that he went to, 

because they are a diverse 
mix. They promote diversity 
and there [are] people with 
same-sex parents there, and 
those kinds of things there” 
(Fernel, coloured, middle 
class)



Race / class: ‘Living two lives’

Once thought of it [not having children], before I 
got married. That, ah, it’s better to just get a man 
and then that’s fine ... 

I just wanted to care for someone, because when I 
grew up, my life was very bad. I grew up from a 
poor family. So THAT made me think that in future I 
need to have somebody that I can raise, but in a 
different way. I need to raise somebody in a good, 
good way… Not like the way that I grew up” 
(Milton, black, poor / working class)



Reproductive choice?

• Influence of gender, but also race

– Support for queer parents that extends to 
racism

• Influence of race / class

– Economic barriers

–Closes off agency, choice

• Address gender norms (men as providers)

• Address societal homophobia, heterosexism


